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Glial-cell line derived neurotrophic factor (GDNF) is a neurotrophic factor produced by skeletal muscle. GDNF has been shown to
be potent survival factor for motor neurons. We have previously shown that GDNF content in skeletal muscle is altered following
exercise and GDNF levels 24 hours after the last bout of exercise are significantly different than those measured immediately after
exercise. We sought to determine how long after exercise do GDNF protein levels remain altered. We removed extensor digitorum
longus (EDL) and Soleus (SOL), 24 hr, 72 hr and 1 week following the last bout of involuntary exercise. Muscles were processed for
GDNF protein content using enzyme linked immunosorbant assay. Contralateral EDL and SOL were removed at the same time
points for immunohistochemical analysis. The results showed that 72 hr following exercise there was a significant increase of GDNF
protein content in SOL and a significant decrease in EDL (p≤ 0.05). The results suggest exercise causes a relatively long-lived effect
on GDNF protein content and that expression of GDNF protein in type I skeletal muscle maybe regulated differently than in type II
skeletal muscle.
This work was supported by NIH Grant 1R15AG022908-01A2, MSU-KCMS, and Western Michigan University

• Determine how long after exercise GDNF protein
levels remain altered in skeletal muscle
•Determine if changes in GDNF protein content can be
correlated with changes in structure of the NMJ in
exercised animals.
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Figure 1. Skeletal muscle with motor innervation. GDNF may be produced by muscle
or Terminal Schwann cell and transported up the axon to the cell body. In the cell
GDNF promotes the “health” of the neuron thereby maintaining or strengthening the
connection with the muscle.

Figure 3. Top Right: Immuno-positive staining for α–bungarotoxin
labeling skeletal muscle end-plate. Top Left: Immuno-positive staining
for GDNF using goat anti-GDNF. Bottom Left: Immuno-positive
staining for GDNF using rabbit anti-GDNF. Bottom Right: merged image
of all panels demonstrating GDNF immuno-positive staining in endplate.

GDNF expression in EDL (primarily fast twitch) is
significantly decreased 72hr after the last bout of exercise
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Figure 6. Average end-plate area of 5 end-plates from control SOL (n=2)
and 72hr SOL (n=2), Data represented by mean SE.

• GDNF protein content is altered after 2 weeks of
exercise in whole muscle of 17 week old Fisher 344
rats.

• End-plate area may change in the same manner as
GDNF protein content in SOL and EDL.
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Figure 4. Immuno-positive staining for α–bungarotoxin labeling
skeletal muscle end-plate Right: End-plate in SOL outlined (white) to
measure area(A). Left: End-plate in EDL outlined (white) to measure
area (A).
1 wk

GDNF expression in SOL (primarily slow twitch) is
significantly increased 72hr after the last bout of exercise

Average end-plate area in EDL appears to be decreasing
72 hr after the last bout of exercise
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• The regulation of neurotrophic factor content is
different in slow twitch muscle than in fast twitch
muscle.
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• Change in GDNF protein content are greatest 72hr
after exercise in SOL and EDL.
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Test Subjects:
20 Fisher 344 rats (Charles River Co.) age 17 weeks.
Sedentary (n=8): Control animals with no running wheel access.
n=4 euthanized with 24hr group
n=4 euthanized with 1wk group
Euthanized 24hr (n=4): Euthanized 24 hours after last bout of exercise following 2
weeks of exercise
Euthanized 72hr (n=4): Euthanized 72 hours after last bout of exercise following 2
weeks of exercise
Euthanized 1wk (n=4): Euthanized 1wk hours after last bout of exercise following 2
weeks of exercise
Exercise:
Animals, in groups 24hr, 72hr and 1wk, were trained for 2 week on a forced running apparatus. The duration and intensity
were steadily increase to 10 m/min for 45 minutes per day ( total distance/day= 450m). Animals were exercised for 5
consecutive days at 10m/min for 45 minutes per day followed by 2 consecutive days with no exercise for 2 weeks.
Tissue Removal:
All animals were euthanized by CO2 asphyxiation followed by thoracotomy. Extensor digitorum longus (EDL) and
Soleus (SOL) muscle were excised from both limbs. One EDL and one SOL from each animal were snap frozen for
quantitative analysis. The contralateral EDL and SOL from each animal were fixed at resting tension for qualitative analysis.
Quantitative Analysis:
EDL and SOL from all groups were removed, placed in a protective bag, dipped in liquid nitrogen and crushed on a
chilled metal plate. The tissue was then homogenized in a buffered solution containing protease inhibitors. All samples
were centrifuged at 13,000 xg and supernatant was removed. The supernatant was analyzed for GDNF protein content
using an enzyme-linked immunosorbant assay (ELISA). GDNF values were quantified using a known standard curve. All
quantities are represented as pg GDNF/mg of wet tissue weight.
Qualitative Analysis:
Contralateral EDL and SOL were removed from all animals for Immunohistochemical analysis. Tissues were fixed in
Zamboni’s fixative for 15 minutes and then washed in phosphate buffered saline (PBS) 3x5 minutes. Tissues were then
snap frozen in 2-methybutane and stored at -80°C until needed. Following removal from the -80°C freezer all tissues were
washed for 5 minutes in PBS. Tissues were then treated with a combination of either Alexa Fluor 488 conjugated to αbungarotoxin at 5ug/mL for 30 min., Rabbit anti-GDNF primary antibody at 2ug/mL for 5 days or Goat anti-GDNF primary
antibody at 2ug/mL for 5 days. All antibodies were diluted in PBS with 1% bovine serum albumin and 0.3% Triton x-100.
After 5 days in primary anti-body all samples were washed 3x5 minutes in PBS. Secondary antibodies(Donkey anti-rabbit
conjugated to Alexa Fluor 647 or Donkey anti-goat conjugated to Alexa Fluor 568) in PBS with 1% bovine serum albumin
and 0.3% Triton x-100 was add to all tissues and let sit for 2 hours at room temperature. Samples were then placed on
slides in a mixture of 50% PBS with 50% glycerol and sealed with a cover slip for visualization using a laser scanning
confocal microscope. Zeiss LSM 5 image examiner was used to measure end-plate area.
Statistical Analysis:
Data are represented as the mean ± SE. When necessary, data was analyzed using student’s t-test assuming unequal
variances as determined by F-test for homogeneity. EDL control 24hr and 1 wk were combined into one control group and
SOL control 24hr and 1 wk were combined into another control group. Each treatment group was only compared to the
combined control. Significance was established as p  0.05.

Average end-plate area in SOL appears to be increasing
72 hr after the last bout of exercise
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Glial cell-line derived neurotrophic factor (GDNF) is a neurotrophic factor found in
a variety of mammalian tissues. GDNF was first identified as a survival factor for
dopaminergic neurons in the brain(Lin et al. 1993). GDNF protein is produced by
skeletal muscle and has been shown to be a potent survival factor for motor neurons
(Henderson et al. 1994).Over expression of GDNF protein in skeletal muscle causes
hyperinnervation of individual muscle fibers (Zwick et al. 2001). Numerous studies have
shown that GDNF expression can be altered by injury, disease, and exercise
(Oppenheim et al. 1995; Dupont-Versteegden et al. 2004). Recent studies have shown
that increased expression of GDNF slows the progression of Amyotrophic Lateral
Sclerosis (ALS) (Mohajeri et al. 1999). Much of the therapeutic work on GDNF is aimed
at delivering supplemental amounts of GDNF through a variety of vectors. Our research
focuses on the normal regulation of GDNF in non diseased states, with the aims of
identifying regulatory processes that can be exploited for therapeutic treatments. We
have previously shown that voluntary exercise increases GDNF protein in skeletal
muscle (Wehrwein et al. 2002). Recent work in our lab has suggested that GDNF
protein levels in skeletal muscle are not different from control immediately after the last
bout of exercise. However, results also showed that GDNF protein levels in skeletal
muscle are different from control 24 hours after the last bout of exercise. This data
suggests that changes in GDNF protein in skeletal muscle may be long lived following
the last bout of exercise. Exercise has been shown to cause changes in neuromuscular
junction (NMJ) morphology, including changes in end-plate area and number of motor
nerve branch points (Deschenes et al. 1993). GDNF is capable of altering the plasticity
of the NMJ. Thus, changes in GDNF protein content following exercise may correlate
with changes in NMJ morphology.
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Figure 2. GDNF content measured in EDL(top) and SOL(bottom) via ELISA from
control (n=4), 24hr (n=4), 72hr (n=4) and 1wk (n=4). Data represented by mean
SE. Significance (*) is established as p  0.05.

These results indicate that 2 weeks of involuntary physical activity is
sufficient to alter GDNF protein expression. Change in GDNF protein
content in EDL and SOL are greatest 72hr after the last bout of
exercise. In EDL GDNF protein content is decreased and end-plate
area appears to decrease. However, in SOL GDNF protein content is
increased and end-plate area appears to increase. These preliminary
results suggest end-plate area may change with GDNF protein content.
Alteration of GDNF content with exercise may lead to changes in
synaptic plasticity and function which could help slow or reverse
changes in nervous system that occur with neurodegenerative
diseases, such as ALS and Parkinson's, or with aging .
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Figure 5. Average end-plate area of 5 end-plates from control EDL (n=2)
and 72hr EDL (n=2), Data represented by mean SE.
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